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WEEKLY NEWS LETTER                                                         Friday 22nd September 2023 

Proud moments: 

Acorn 
We've had an amazing week in Acorn class!  We've enjoyed lots of fun activities for our 
England/Autumnal themed culture week.  Shout-outs to  
Reggie for seeking out lots of interactions with the adults in class 
Avis for fantastic play, looking after the dolls in our role play area throughout the week 
Violet for beautiful engagement with our Attention Autism bucket, particularly the bubbles 
Eddie for approaching an adult and initiating communication when he wanted help with a toy 
William for beautiful listening to the singing hands song and trying to copy some of the signs 
Carson for some lovely mark making in our Write Dance session 
George for fabulous work, identifying the different features on his face   
Bradley for supper sitting and engaging with an animal’s sensory tray, holding up different animals 
and watching as an adult said and signed the name of that animal 
Tommy for great work kicking a football towards a goal in PE  

Great job Acorns 🙂 

 
Apple 
Ben for brilliant work matching emotions to images of different expressions. 
Eli for brilliant expression in music sessions.  
Jayden for lovely interactions with peers. 
Kohen for brilliant effort in PE, you were running so fast and having such a good time. 
LBB for amazing floating on your back during swimming. 
Riley for amazing communication work using your eye gaze, well done Riley you are a star! 
Sam for lovely interaction with your peers, laughing and smiling.  
Shey for brilliant work in maths forming numbers. 
Teddy for understanding changes in routine. 
 
Willow 
Jared for excellent engagement in all lessons this week and showing determination with his focused 
activities. 
Oliver for super work in Maths, working on pairing items and making groups of two. 
Reggie for beautiful turn-taking with a new friend in Willow class. 
A for showing determination with her ILP's; completing a TEACHH box with an adult. 
Maggie for lovely communication in our sensory story when focusing on how a character is feeling. 
Ardian for wonderful work in Write Dance; focusing on creating diagonal strokes with the palm of his 
hands. 
Lavinia for exploring sensory stimuli with her hands even though she doesn't always like to! 
Samuel for lovely communication during snack time; accessing the boards independently in the 
classroom.  
Henri for fabulous work in Maths working on his number formation.  
 
Beech 
Y for his confidence in the pool swimming on his back.  
William for trying new foods in sensology (Apple). 
Otis for doing all of them finger movements in dough disco. 
Olek for being vocal and active in class.  
Lucian for being confident in PE and independently settling on the stepping stones.  
Charlie for using his voice and making his needs known. 
Octavia for her engagement in squiggle whilst you wiggle.  
Davids for his engagement with his work, he has been enjoying learning about the story Aladdin.  
Teddy for listening to staff and transitioning well.  
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Ash 
Ellie - Super signing to our Good Morning song everyday. 
George - Always helping and encouraging his friends to take part in lessons. 
Ilyess - Excellent artwork this week with visiting artist, Anna.  
Joshua - Joining in with his friends during lunchtime play.  
Kenny - Remembering to speak out when feeling annoyed.  
Llan - Using the toilet independently.  
Nevaeh - Independently rolling play dough.  
Oscar - Offering to help Lesley tidy up without being asked.  
Parker - Self-regulating himself, independently getting the cars out to play with.  
Reece - Working hard on ILP targets.  
Will - Collaboratively working with Lesley to complete some artwork.  
 
Juniper 
RTC - Engaging in lessons – AA. 
SJ - Working hard in rebound. 
SA - Working hard on physio swim. 
DR - Working hard in Horticulture. 
MS - Engaging in Soundbath. 
SH - Forest School leader. 
 
Sycamore 
B for super work in his walker at PE. 
Edward for a great trial at work experience. 
Sarah for fabulous dancing to our singing and signing songs. 
Ruby for great work in the art room drawing an awesome. 
Harry for fabulous work in the rebound room. 
Faith for always being so kind and polite. 
Seb for amazing signing all of the family members. 
Lola for great work in the rebound room. 
Katie for really trying hard to be really mature and work on self-regulation. 
Haydn for great use of his communication aid and lovely signing. 
Joshua for making a beautiful heart in Land Art. 
 
Larch 
CD- Worked hard, remembering and retelling the story of Robin Hood. 
GK-Brilliant retelling of the Robin Hood story. 
RM-Learning a new song and playing the keyboard. 
HLW-Brilliant designing Artwork for our new project. 
SP- Creating an amazing picture using lands materials. 
WD-Retold the story of Robin Hood really animated. 
SB- Persevering on her Maths work until she had completed it. 
PL-Great work in Maths using a number line. 
LK-Lovely Artwork, making a sculpture using land materials. 
PG-Persevering until he completed the morning challenge. 
HV-Great matching and understanding of Robin Hood. 
 
Blossom 
Blossom class have thoroughly enjoyed their culture week. We’ve explored English authors and 
musicians. Created autumnal art work and the autumnal equinox in the pool.  
Asher- Great ILP work wearing a swimming hat while swimming. 
Ivy- Great focus and attention during our attention autism session. 
Killian- Lovey standing while holding hands. 
RB- Great swimming session getting your feet flat on the pool floor.  
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Teddy- Great work in the pool, you love the pool!  

Holly 
Rosie, Leo and B for amazing swimming at the leisure centre. 
Billy, Ashleigh, Lara and Frankie for good cookery skill whilst making the sausage and bacon cobs. 
Jessie and Jake for working hard with matt in the garden. 
F has been very chatty in school. 
Sara has been working hard on her social skills this week doing lots of jobs around school. 
 
Cherry 
AN - amazing communication work on iPad. 
SH - standing beautifully and walking with adults. 
KR - laughing with staff and peers when something funny happens. 
JV - using a big voice to talk and greeting people in the corridor. 
NM - amazing intensive interaction session. 
JM - Amazing dance massage session interacting beautifully. 
DE - focusing beautifully on activities. 
CN - making everyone happy and mark making beautifully on read write inc sheets. 
 
Oak 
Rubie for an amazing drawing of Robin Hood, having listened to lots of descriptive sentences 
regarding what he looked like!  
Logan for some excellent work remembering what an adjective was and identifying these during our 
work on Robin Hood.  
Billy T for some amazing engagement and knowledge when looking at famous and influential English 
people throughout history.  
Jaydon for some amazing batting during our Cricket session for PE which included getting as many 
runs as possible!  
Ryan for a great start to our Jacket Potato enterprise for this year, For using his initiative and 
independence during the clean-up.  
Hannah for showing amazing engagement and enthusiasm during all of our lessons this week for 
English culture week!  
Elian for some excellent knowledge about The Great Fire of London and London’s famous attractions 
including tower bridge.  
Alfie for some great imagination and work during our Art session which involved a street artist!  
Dan for some amazing work during his first-time making Jacket Potatoes for staff during our first 
enterprise of the week.   
Charlie for some amazing catching and wicket keeping during our Cricket session for PE.  
B for supporting his group to make an amazing model of Big Ben during our English culture week!  
Bethany for beginning to walk independently into school and coming to Oak class!  
 
Hazel 
Amie - being a superstar at lunchtime and eating all her roast dinner. 
Cally - for always being so super friendly and polite to everyone around school. 
Faith - Great talking when saying the animal names. 
Liam - good interactions when making snack and asking for more. 
Max - Great helping others with no prompts. 
Jonathan - Great swimming this week. 
George - brilliant listening and following instructions in preparing snack 
Kian - Fabulous swimming at the leisure centre 
Rebecca - super washing up and perseverance to get things clean 
Lewis - Super listening to instructions at swimming… 
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How can you help? 

 

Dates to remember: 

Mon 2nd Oct- Flu Vaccinations 
Wed 18th Oct- Harvest festival (more details to follow) 
Fri 27th Oct- Halloween Disco (more details to follow) 
Fri 27th Oct- Break up day 
Mon 30th Oct- Fri 3rd Nov- October half term 
Mon 6th Nov- INSET day 
Fri 17th Nov- Children in need (more details to follow) 
Wed 29th Nov- Parents evening (more details to follow) 
Thurs 7th Dec- Christmas dinner and jumper day 
Tues 12th Dec- 1.30-3.30pm- Friends Christmas Fayre 
Fri 22nd Dec- Break up day 
 


